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The numerical simulation of combustion remains a challenging task. Flames are
often thin and occupy a relatively small volume within the domain of interest. Nev-
ertheless all of the combustion chemistry and much of the associated molecular
transport takes place within the flame itself, giving rise to a structure that must be
resolved if the simulated flame response is to be captured accurately. The present
work examines the use of a wavelet-based method in this context. A spatial dis-
cretisation scheme using biorthogonal wavelets is presented and is applied to a test
problem involving flame propagation in a representative fuel–air mixture, in which
the chemistry is treated using a standard four-step reduced reaction mechanism. A
novel and elegant boundary treatment is adopted in the wavelet scheme to enable the
implementation of physically realistic boundary conditions. Results show that the
wavelet scheme is stable and accurate and, moreover, is able to exploit the natural
data-compression properties of wavelets to represent the solution using a fraction of
the storage required for more conventional methods.c© 1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION

Direct numerical simulation (DNS) of turbulent flows is an activity severely limited by
presently available computer power. It has long been known (e.g. Corrsin [1]) that, in order
to resolve accurately the governing Navier–Stokes equations, the number of computational
cells scales as a super-linear power of the Reynolds number. Reacting systems add additional
complexity to this already bleak picture. In many flows of industrial interest, the length and
time scales associated with the reaction mechanism are much smaller than those of the
fluid turbulence, and the resolution requirements for chemically active flow simulations are
thereby considerably increased. When this is added to the computational expense incurred
by the stiffness of highly nonlinear reaction rate source terms, it appears that reacting flow
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simulations of significant complexity will remain firmly out of reach for the foreseeable
future. Nonetheless, the same spatial and temporal stiffness that gives rise to such demanding
computations may paradoxically provide a foothold for efficient numerical methods. Many
industrial processes involving combustion occupy thelaminar flamelet regime[2, 3], where
the turbulent flame can be regarded as a highly localised sheet of chemical activity, either
side of which the fluid composition remains relatively constant.

The ability of wavelet-based methods to analyse functions in terms of theirlocal rates
of change appears eminently suited to the numerical investigation of nonlinear partial dif-
ferential equations, the solutions to which often contain a large number of disparate length
scales. In particular, the efficient discretisation of fluid flow problems has been the fo-
cus of a number of recent investigations, both with chemical reaction [4–6] and without
[7–9]. Many of the discretisations proposed to date have been limited to periodic domains,
although recent efforts have led to advances in nonperiodic discretisations [10–12].

In this paper, we propose a wavelet-based scheme intended for combustion problems
which adopts a collocation strategy. In traditional collocation methods, the solution to the
set of governing equations is obtained on a grid of collocation points located in the physical
domain. In contrast, we compute the solution to the set ofwavelet transformedequations on
grids of collocation points located in the transform domains. The solution is only returned
to the physical space in order to evaluate nonlinear inertial and chemical reaction rate terms.
The advantage of this approach is that, while the solution is expressed in terms of the wavelet
spaces, it is possible to exploit its sparsity in order to reduce the amount of storage required
to resolve the chemistry fields.

Section 2 reviews the physical aspects of the problem, Section 3 revisits some topics
from multiresolution analysis and, in particular, biorthogonal wavelet systems. Section 4
discusses the strategy adopted and the incorporation of boundary conditions. Section 5
examines results obtained using the proposed scheme while Section 6 presents further
discussion and conclusions.

2. THE PROBLEM

To demonstrate the proposed wavelet discretisation, the reacting Navier–Stokes equations
will be investigated. In the most general three-dimensional setting, there areN+ 5 coupled
equations which between them describe the time-dependent evolution of density, veloc-
ity, energy, andN reacting species. Realistic treatment of chemical reaction mechanisms
usually requires many hundreds of elemental steps involving a similarly large number of re-
action intermediaries [13]. When we add to this complexity the three-dimensional nature of
turbulence, it quickly becomes clear that a full treatment of general reacting flows presents
a challenge beyond the capabilities of presently available computer power. Simplifications
to the general case usually take the form of a restricted problem definition and/or a simpler
treatment of the reaction kinetics.

The most extreme simplification that can be made to the reaction mechanism is to reduce
the chemical kinetics to an irreversible single step mechanism of the form

Reactants→ Products.

This mechanism is governed by an Arrhenius rate law, and at any point in the flow the thermo-
chemical state of the fluid is given by a scalarc, referred to as areaction progress variable
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[3, 14–16]. Asymptotic analyses of such simplified systems [17–19] reveal that there pre-
dominantly exist two scales in the flow: one associated with the convective–diffusive part
of the flame, and one related to the reactive–diffusive part.

In a realistic reacting flow, the spatial stiffness of the chemical mechanism introduces a
considerable range of length scales existing simultaneously in the flame structure. Ideally
then, we wish to examine our wavelet-based scheme’s capacity to deal with multiple length
scales appearing in localised regions of the computational domain. With this goal in mind,
the mechanism we have adopted is that of a premixed methane–air flame with the chemistry
described by a four-step reduced reaction mechanism. While the discretisation discussed
here is one-dimensional, the techniques we have developed remain quite general and can
be applied in a straightforward manner to multidimensional problems via the use of tensor
products of the one-dimensional basis functions. A forthcoming paper will detail the appli-
cation of the method to fully three-dimensional DNS investigations of reduced chemistry
methane–air systems.

2.1. Governing Equations

Starting from the nonreacting Navier–Stokes equations as detailed in [20] and supple-
menting these with the equations for species transport [17], the reacting Navier–Stokes
system can be expressed as

∂

∂t
(ρ)+ ∂

∂xk
(ρuk) = 0

∂

∂t
(ρui )+ ∂

∂xk
(ρui uk) = −∂P

∂xi
+ ∂

∂xk
(τik)

(1)
∂

∂t
(ρE)+ ∂

∂xk
(ρuk E) = − ∂

∂xk
(Puk)+ ∂

∂xk
(ui τki )− ∂qk

∂xk

∂

∂t
(ρYα)+ ∂

∂xk
(ρukYα) = wα + ∂

∂xk

{
ρDα

∂Yα
∂xk

}
.

In the above system of equationsE is the stagnationinternal energy and is defined
as [20]

E = h− RT+ u2

2
,

whereh, the enthalpy, is given by [17]

h =
∑
α

hαYα =
∑
α

Yα

{
1h0

α +
∫ T

T0

cpα(T
′) dT′

}
. (2)

1h0
α is the enthalpy of formation of speciesα at reference temperatureT0. The temperature

dependence ofcpα for each species was taken from the CHEMKIN thermodynamic database
[21]. The heat flux vectorqk is defined as [17]

qk = −λ ∂T

∂xk
+ ρ

N∑
α=1

hαYαVαk, (3)
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wherein the assumption has been made that the contributions arising from radiation, thermal
diffusion, and concentration gradients are negligible. The system is closed by the inclusion
of the thermal equation of state,

P = ρRT,

whereR refers to the characteristic gas constant for the mixture.
If the diffusion velocitiesVα are modelled in terms of Fick’s diffusion hypothesis [22],

then substitution of this approximation into the one-dimensional form of equation set (1)
and subsequent nondimensionalisation leads to

∂

∂t
(ρ)+ ∂

∂x
(ρu) = 0

∂

∂t
(ρu)+ ∂

∂x
(ρuu) = −∂P

∂x
+ 4

3Re

∂

∂x

(
µ
∂u

∂x

)
∂

∂t
(ρE)+ ∂

∂x
(ρuE) = −(γ − 1)M2 ∂

∂x
(Pu)+ 1

Re Pr

∂

∂x

{
λ
∂T

∂x

}
(4)

+ 1

Re Sc

N∑
α=1

∂

∂x

{
ρhαDαβ

∂Yα
∂x

}

+ 4(γ − 1)M2

3Re

∂

∂x

(
µu
∂u

∂x

)
∂

∂t
(ρYα)+ ∂

∂x
(ρuYα) = wα + 1

Re Sc

∂

∂x

{
ρDαβ

∂Yα
∂x

}
.

In this last set of equations, the following dimensionless groups have been employed

Re= ρ0ul
0l0

µ0
, Pr= µ0(cp)0

λ0
, Sc= µ0

(ρD)0

M2 =
(
ul

0

)2

γ0R0T0
, γ0 = (cp)0

(cv)0
.

The transport equations are closed through the dimensionless forms of the caloric and
thermal equations of state:

E = h− RT+ (γ − 1)M2

2
u2

(5)

P = ρT

(γ − 1)M2

∑
α

RαYα.

2.2. Reaction Mechanism

The reaction mechanism adopted is that discussed in the asymptotic analysis of Peters
and Williams [23] and consists of the following steps:

I. CH4+ 2H+ H2O→ CO+ 4H2

II . CO+ H2O ⇀↽ CO2+ H2

III . 2H+M → H2+M

IV . O2+ 3H2 ⇀↽ 2H2O+ 2H.

(6)
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The associated reaction rates for each of the species involved are

wCH4 = WCH4(−w̄I )

wCO = WCO(w̄I − w̄II )

wCO2 = WCO2(w̄II )

wH = 2WH (−w̄I − w̄III + w̄IV)
(7)

wH2 = WH2(4w̄I + w̄II + w̄III − 3w̄IV)

wH2O = WH2O(−w̄I − w̄II + 2w̄IV)

wO2 = WO2(−w̄IV)

wN2 = 0,

whereWα are the molar masses of each species, and themolar reaction rates ¯wI ,w̄II ,w̄III ,
andw̄I V are given by

w̄I = k11[CH4][H]

w̄II = k10

K3

[H]

[H2]

{
[CO][H2O]− [CO2][H2]

KII

}
(8)

w̄III = k5[O2][H][M]

w̄IV = k1[H]

{
[O2] − [H]2[H2O]2

[H2]3KI V

}
.

Each of the rate constants can be calculated using the general Arrhenius form

kn = BnTαn exp

{−En

R0T

}
(9)

and the equilibrium constantsK3, KII , andKIV can be calculated from

K3 = [H][H 2O]

[H2][OH]
= C3 exp

{
T3

T

}
KII = [CO2][H2]

[CO][H2O]
= CII exp

{
TII

T

}
(10)

KIV = [H]2[H2O]2

[H2]3[O2]
= CIV exp

{
TIV

T

}
,

whereC3, CII , andCIV are dimensionless constants. The numbering of the reaction steps
and the values of the various rate parameters are the same as those given in [23].

Molecular transport properties are calculated using two assumptions. First, we follow
Echekki and Chen [24] in relating the thermal conductivity to the specific heat of the
mixture via the relation

λ

cp
= A

{
T

Tr

}0.7

, (11)
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whereA is a constant(=2.58× 10−5 kg/ms), andTr is a reference temperature(=300 K).
Second, we assume that the Prandtl and Lewis numbers, defined as

Pr= µcp

λ
, Leα = λ

ρDαcp
,

remain constant. Assuming a fixed Prandtl number then gives a relationship for the tem-
perature dependence of the viscosity. Fixed Lewis numbers similarly provide temperature
dependencies for the mass diffusivities of each of the species. All of the parameters used
during this study are detailed in Section 5.

3. CLASSICAL BIORTHOGONAL WAVELET BASES

Biorthogonal wavelet systems are derived from a paired hierarchy of approximation
subspaces,

V J−1 ⊂ V J ⊂ V J+1 . . .
(12)

Ṽ J−1 ⊂ Ṽ J ⊂ Ṽ J+1 . . . .

The basis functions for these spaces are theprimal scaling functionφ(x) and thedual
scaling functionφ̃(x). Biorthogonality is enforced by first defining twoinnovationspaces
W J andW̃ J such that

V J+1 = V J ⊕W J
(13)

Ṽ J+1 = Ṽ J ⊕ W̃ J,

with the further requirement [25]

Ṽ J ⊥W J, V J ⊥ W̃ J . (14)

The innovation spaces so defined verify

∞⊕
i=−∞

W i = L2(R) =
∞⊕

i=−∞
W̃ i (15)

The basis functions for the innovation spaces are the primal and dual waveletsψ(x) and
ψ̃(x), respectively. In the classical biorthogonal setting, the primal and dual basis functions
each satisfy a two-scale relation

φ(x) =
√

2
∑
m∈Z

hmφ(2x −m), ψ(x) =
√

2
∑
m∈Z

gmφ(2x −m)

(16)
φ̃(x) =

√
2
∑
m∈Z

h̃mφ̃(2x −m), ψ̃(x) =
√

2
∑
m∈Z

g̃mφ̃(2x −m).

Each of the two scale relations appearing in Eq. (16) makes use of an appropriately
definedquadrature mirror filter—defined in terms of the sets of coefficientshm, gm, h̃m, and
g̃m—which together uniquely define all of the properties associated with the basis functions.
If the biorthogonal system has compact support, then this feature is reflected in the limited
number of nonzero coefficients defining the quadrature mirror filters.
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The projection of a functionf (x) onto a finite-dimensional scaling function spaceVJ ,
or a similarly finite-dimensional wavelet spaceWJ , is accomplished in a way similar to the
algorithm described for orthogonal systems,

PV J { f (x)} =
∑
k∈Z
〈 f (u), φ̃ J,k(u)〉φJ,k(x)

(17)
PW J { f (x)} =

∑
k∈Z
〈 f (u), ψ̃ J,k(u)〉ψJ,k(x),

in which 〈 ·, · 〉 represents an inner product. Equations (17) are used in conjunction with
Eqs. (16) and (13) to provide a framework of a fast wavelet transform:

〈 f, φ̃ J,k〉 = Sf
J,k =

∑
m

h̃mSf
J+1,m+2k

〈 f, ψ̃ J,k〉 = d f
J,k =

∑
m

g̃mSf
J+1,m+2k (18)

Sf
J+1,k =

∑
ξ

{
hk−2ξSf

J,ξ + gk−2ξd
f
J,ξ

}
.

The principal difference in using biorthogonal systems lies in the fact that the analysis filters
used for decomposing a signal are different from the synthesis filters used to reconstruct
it [25].

3.1. Nonperiodic Discretisations: Motivation

During combustion simulations, periodic boundary conditions introduce considerable
restrictions when realistic heat release rates are encountered. In such cases it is impossi-
ble to obtain quasi-steady solutions as all state and hydrodynamic quantities vary strongly
with time. To obtain quasi-steady solutions of greater practical value, a nonperiodic dis-
cretisation must be sought which allows the low density, high temperature burnt products
to be convected out of the domain. There currently exists a number of constructions able
to discretise problems defined on nonperiodic domains. Cohen, Daubechies, and Vial [26]
provide a basis consisting of three sets of wavelets; one set for each edge of the domain
and one set of “internal” wavelets. Their construction is completed by employing matrices
at each end of the transform vector to ensure that polynomial sequences across all scales
are mapped to zero under the action of the wavelet filters. Monasse and Perrier [27] also
provide a construction using compactly supported orthogonal wavelets. In their construc-
tion, however, they do not use a staggered support for the construction of the edge wavelets.
Edge effects are incorporated through the use of an approximate projection quadrature. The
distribution of errors associated with the quadrature is nonuniform and the scheme appears
unsuitable for combustion problems [28].

Caiet al. develop an interval-based construction based on spline wavelets [29, 30], which
they subsequently employ in an adaptive manner to resolve a two-dimensional reaction–
diffusion equation. A spatially adaptive algorithm also provides the motivation for the
scheme discussed by Vasilievet al. [10–12]. In this approach, the construction of edge
wavelets is avoided by extending the solution to the governing equations beyond the imme-
diate domain of interest. The boundary conditions and evaluations of nonlinear terms are
then applied in the physical domain, wherein the solution is also time advanced.
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With the exception of [10–12], most of the schemes discussed do not readily deal with
the kind of sophisticated boundary conditions with which we have to contend. In order to
accommodate these general boundary conditions, we propose a scheme which makes use
of second generation wavelets.

The term “second generation”—coined by Sweldenset al. [31–33]—is used to refer to
the fact that the manner in which such wavelets are designed is more general than classical
(“first generation”) techniques. The resultant basis functions are biorthogonal, and can be
derived for a multiplicity of discretisations, including those with uneven grid spacing and
domains defined on manifolds. From this class of basis functions, we have adopted the
interpolatingwavelet family discussed by Donoho [34]. The basis functions take the forms

φ j,k(x) = φ(2 j x − k)

ψ j,k(x) = φ(2 j+1x − 2k− 1) (19)

φ̃ j,k(x) = δ(x − xj,k),

whereδ(·) is the Dirac delta function. An explicit relation describing the dual wavelet is
unknown. The absence of a

√
2 multiple in the previous definitions reflects the fact that we

have adopted an‖ · ‖∞ norm, in preference to the more usual‖ · ‖2 norm. The choice of
normalisation is based on the recommendations of Donoho [34] and reduces the complexity
of the resulting calculations.

The basis is said to beinterpolatingin the sense thatφ(x)=ψ(2x− 1) satisfies

φ(k) =
{

1, k = 0,

0, k 6= 0, k ∈ Z.
(20)

3.2. Fast Transform Algorithm

The projection of a functionf (x) onto a finite-dimensional scaling function spaceVJ is
defined here as

PV J { f (x)} =
∑
k∈Z
〈 f (u), φ̃ J,k(u)〉φJ,k(x)

=
∑
k∈Z

f

{
k

2J

}
φJ,k(x)

=
∑
k∈Z

Sf
J,kφJ,k(x), (21)

whereSf
J,k= f {k/2J} has been introduced in order to maintain consistency with existing

literature. A possible drawback arises with this set of basis functions in that the wavelet
coefficients cannot be calculated using classical (i.e. filter-based) techniques, as the form
for the dual wavelet is unknown. Instead, the coefficients must be derived directly from
Eq. (13):

PW j { f (x)} = PV j+1{ f (x)} − PV j { f (x)}
(22)∑

l∈Z
d f

j,lψ j,l (x) =
∑
m∈Z

Sf
j+1,mφ j+1,m(x)−

∑
n∈Z

Sf
j,nφ j,n(x).
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Using the notation of Eqs. (19) and (20), it is straightforward to show that an arbitrary
wavelet coefficientd f

j,m can be calculated from

d f
j,m = Sf

j+1,2m+1−
∑
n∈Z

Sf
j,nφ

{
m− n+ 1

2

}
= Sf

j+1,2m+1−
∑
n∈Z

0mnSf
j,n, (23)

where0mn is a square matrix of size 2j × 2 j for periodic discretisations or(2 j + 1)× (2 j + 1)
for nonperiodic domains (the reason for the difference in the matrix’ size will be discussed
shortly):

0mn = φ
{

m− n+ 1

2

}
.

Due to the compact support of the primal scaling function, this matrix has a band-diagonal
structure.

In the discussion presented by Donoho [34], the primal scaling function is taken to be
one of the family offundamental solutionsderived by Deslauriers and Dubuc [35]. Each
primal scaling function then satisfies a two-scale relation:

φ(x) =
∑
ξ∈Z

φ

{
ξ

2

}
φ(2x − ξ). (24)

The functionsφ(x) have compact support and it follows that the summation appearing in
Eq. (24) is finite in extent. We note in passing that rigorous estimates for the continuity of
the fundamental solution exist and can be related to its polynomial spanN [33]. The values
of φ(ξ/2) can also be calculated from an explicit relation [33]:

φ

{
k+ 1

2

}
= (−1)N/2+k

∏N−1
i=0

(
i − N−1

2

)(
k+ 1

2

)(
N
2 + k

)
!
(

N
2 − k− 1

)
!
, k = −N, . . . , N − 1. (25)

The transform algorithm is completed by recalling that the definition of the dual scaling
function leads to the following causal relation for the scaling function coefficients in the
approximation spaceV j :

Sf
j,k = 〈 f (u), δ(u− u j,k)〉
= 〈 f (u), δ(u− u j+1,2k)〉 = Sf

j+1,2k. (26)

Regardless of the choice of primal scaling function, thetransform vectorwhich arises from
the wavelet transform will have a structure similar to that shown below:{

Sf
J,0 Sf

J,1 Sf
J,2 . . . . . . Sf

J,2J (−1)

}T

↓{
d f

J−1,0 d f
J−1,1 . . . d f

J−1,2J−1−1 |Sf
J−1,0 Sf

J−1,1 . . . Sf
J−1,2J−1(−1)

}T

↓{
d f

J−1,0 . . . d f
J−1,2J−1−1

∣∣d f
J−2,0 . . . d f

J−2,2J−2−1

∣∣Sf
J−2,0 . . . Sf

J−2,2J−2(−1)

}T

...

W J−1⊕W J−2⊕W J−3⊕ . . . ⊕V J−P.
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Irrespective of the number of wavelet space decompositions, coefficients from the coarse
scaling function space(V J−P) are always kept. This point will be exploited later when
discussing the incorporation of boundary conditions.

An estimate for the number of operations involved during the transform algorithm can be
obtained by noting that it requires 2(N− 1) filter coefficients to define the primal scaling
functionφ(x) which spansPN (the space of polynomials of degree<N). The part of the
transform algorithm which calculates the wavelet coefficientd f

j,k for a given resolution
j can be accomplished in 2(N− 1)+ 1 floating point operations. The subsampling pro-
cess required for the scaling function coefficientsSf

j,k requires a further 2j operations.
Overall, 2j+1N operations are required per resolutionj (this presupposes that the di-
mension ofW j is 2j ). For a givenP passes of the transform algorithm, then, there are
2N
∑J

i=J−P 2i = 2J−P N{2P+1− 1} operations.V J represents the highest resolution in the
discretisation. We note that in deriving this estimate, we have not assumed that the decom-
position can continue until reachingV0. The reason for this stems from a minimal resolution
requirement, which prevents the support of the boundary wavelets from overlapping. The
minimal resolution argument is given for periodic Daubechies wavelets in [36] and can be
readily adapted to the basis used here.

3.3. Interval Construction

We require at the outset that

dim(V j ) = dim(W j )+ 1
(27)

dim(Ṽ j ) = dim(W̃ j )+ 1.

This stipulation leads to the bounding of the discretised interval by scaling functions which,
in turn, allows simple incorporation of boundary conditions.

We let V j denote a scaling function space, discretising [0, 1] into 2j + 1 elements.
Each element is associated with a scaling functionφ j,k, located such thatφ j,k(xj,m)= δk,m,
wherexj,m=m2− j , 0≤m, k≤ 2 j . We define similarly the wavelet spaceW j to discretise
[0, 1] into 2j elementsψ j,k, each of which satisfiesψ j,k(x̃ j,m)= δk,m, x̃ j,m= xj+1,2m+1,

0≤m≤ 2 j − 1, 0≤ k≤ 2 j . To maintain biorthonormality of the basis, it is necessary to
modify φ j,k(x) as and when the support of the function intersects a boundary. If we let
φL

j,k(x), φ j,k(x), andφR
j,k(x) denote the leftmost, central, and rightmost basis functions in

a discretisation, respectively, it can be shown that [34]

φL
j,k(x) = φ j,k(x)+

N−1∑
m=0

eL
m,kφ j,−(m+1)(x), 0≤ k ≤ N − 1

(28)

φR
j,k(x) = φ j,k(x)+

N−1∑
m=0

eR
m,kφ j,m+2 j+1(x), 2 j − N + 1≤ k ≤ 2 j ;

=e
L and=e

R are matrices arising from the construction of the edge basis functions, and contain
a finite number(N× N) of nonzero entries. The limits onk appearing in Eq. (28) arise
as a result of the compact support ofφ(x). It is straightforward to demonstrate that in the
regions where the scaling functions are modified to incorporate the edge of the domain,
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the relations

ψ L
j,k(x) = φL

j+1,2k+1(x),
(29)

ψR
j,k(x) = φR

j+1,2k+1(x)

are applicable [28].
The interval construction of the wavelet basis modifies slightly the transform algorithm,

in that the wavelet coefficientsd f
j,m are now calculated from

d f
j,m = Sf

j+1,2m+1−
2 j∑

n=0

0b
mnSf

j,n (30)

with 0b
mn defined as

0b
mn = φ[]

{
m− n+ 1

2

}
, (31)

andφ[] (x)=φL(x), φ(x), or φR(x), depending on the indicesm andn.

3.4. Differentiation

Differentiation of the wavelet expansion of a function leads to the transformed represen-
tation being “lifted” from the space onto which it was originally projected. In the context
of orthogonal wavelet bases, Liandrat and Tchamitchian [37] have shown how a linear
operatorT may be approximated on a single scaling function spaceV j by Tj , where

Tj = PV j T PV j . (32)

Furthermore, they show that the causal property of the multiresolution analysis leads to
a decomposition ofTj onto a hierarchy of wavelet spaces referred to as thestandard de-
composition. The standard decomposition has been adopted here for the calculation of the
wavelet expansions of the derivatives appearing in the transport equations. The derivation
of these decompositions in the context of the wavelet basis adopted here is novel and is
further discussed in Appendix A.

4. SOLUTION STRATEGY

To demonstrate the strategy adopted by our proposed method, consider a generic transport
equation for some scalar propertyξ , defined over some intervalÄ= [xl , xr ]:

∂

∂t
{ρξ} = − ∂

∂x
{ρuξ} + Sξ + ∂

∂x

{
Dξ ∂ξ

∂x

}
, x /∈ ∂Ä,

∂

∂t
{ρξ} = −χ L(t), x = xl , (33)

∂

∂t
{ρξ} = −χ R(t), x = xr .
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Sξ represents a source term forξ and Dξ is a characteristic diffusivity.χ L(t) andχ R(t)
are time-dependent boundary conditions for the left- and right-hand ends of the com-
putational domain, respectively. For ease of exposition and for compatibility with the
characteristic-based boundary treatment of Thompson [38], we omit the diffusive terms
from the previous equations. Diffusive boundary conditions can be implemented in the
same way as the characteristic boundary conditions we will now discuss. By allowing
the incorporation of both inviscid, time-dependent, and viscous boundary conditions, our
numerical scheme is fully compatible with the Navier–Stokes characteristic boundary con-
dition (NSCBC) treatment of Poinsot and Lele [20] and of Baumet al. [39] for reactive
systems.

We begin by stating that the numerical scheme is not applied to the governing equation
as detailed above, but to its wavelet-transformed counterpart,

∂

∂t

{
P J−1

J−P(%ξ)
} = −∂(1)J {ρuξ} + P J−1

J−P{Sξ }, x /∈ ∂Ä, (34)

whereP J−1
J−P = (PV J−P +

∑J−1
i=J−P PW i ) and∂(1)J is the standard decomposition ofd/dx—

defined here as(P J−1
J−P(d/dx)P J−1

J−P). The diffusion term has been omitted, in line with earlier
comments. We observe that in using a multiresolution strategy to discretise the problem,
we represent the domainP+ 1 times, whereP is the number of different resolutions
in the discretisation (P wavelet spaces and the coarse resolution scaling function space
V J−P, P≥ 1). While in the transform domain, each representation of the solution (defined
at some characteristic resolution resolution quantified byp) should be supplemented by
boundary conditions of some form.

Examining, first, the boundary conditions applied to the coarse scaling function space
V J−P, we first assume that the right-hand side of Eq. (34) has been calculatedwithout
boundary conditions and that the result of this calculation is expressed across the hierarchy
of wavelet spaces andV J−P. We recall from Eqs. (21) and (26) that the set of scaling
function coefficients for the right-hand side of Eq. (34) inV J−P—{SρξJ−P} (say)—verify
{SρξJ−P}⊂ {SρξJ−P+1}. Furthermore,SρξJ−P,0= SρξJ,0 andSρξJ−P,2J−P = SρξJ,2J , which are the phys-
ical space values of the right-hand side of Eq. (34) evaluated at the boundaries of the
domain. Hence, the incorporation of boundary conditions intoV J−P involves simply re-
placingSρξJ−P,0 by−χ L(t) andSρξJ−P,2J−P by−χ R(t).

The wavelet space treatment is slightly more complicated. By examining Eq. (29), it is
straightforward to demonstrate that supp{ψ L(x)} ∩ ∂Ä={∅}= supp{ψR(x)} ∩ ∂Ä. Hence,
there are no wavelets on the boundary, and no boundary conditions need be applied to them
directly. However, the original wavelet coefficients for each of theW i obtained from Eq. (34)
were derived without the influence ofχ L(t) andχ R(t). As SρξJ−P,0 andSρξJ−P,2J−P have been
replaced by−χ L(t) and−χ R(t) at the boundaries, we must recalculate the values of the
wavelet coefficients that are influenced by this modification.

Now, by definition, the wavelet coefficients for the right-hand side of Eq. (34) can be
written

dρξi,m = Sρξi+1,2m+1−
2i∑
η=0

0mηSρξi,η, i = J − P, . . . , J − 1, (35)
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but, the first and last elementsSρξi,0 andSρξi,2i are now equal to−χ L(t) and−χ R(t), respec-
tively. Hence, Eq. (35) must be modified to

{
dρξi,m

}b = Sρξi+1,2m+1− 0i,0χ
L(t)− 0i,2iχ R(t)−

2i−1∑
η=1

0m,ηs
ρξ
i,η, i = J − P, . . . , J − 1.

(36)

Here,{·}b is used to denote a boundary influenced quantity. By ensuring that the boundary
basis functions from the left- and right-hand ends of the domain do not overlap, the appear-
ances ofχ L(t) andχ R(t) are mutually exclusive. By subtracting Eq. (35) from Eq. (36),
we obtain{

dρξi,m

}b = dρξi,m + 0i,0
{

Sρξi,0 − χ L(t)
}+ 0i,2i

{
Sρξi,2i − χ R(t)

}
, i = J − P, . . . , J − 1.

(37)

The compact support ofφ[] (x), and the structure ofφL(x) andφR(x)means that the bound-
ary modification of Eq. (37) need only be applied to the first and lastN coefficients of each
of the expansions inW i , i = J − P, . . . , J − 1.

5. RESULTS

A code has been written which embodies the techniques discussed in earlier sections. The
algorithm uses anN= 4 interpolating wavelet (shown in Fig. 1). Derivative approximations
based on this wavelet have fourth-order accuracy [40]. The code requires as its input a set

FIG. 1. N= 4 interpolating wavelet.
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of initial estimated species mass fraction profiles, as well as estimated profiles for density,
velocity, and temperature. The pressure and stagnation internal energy are determined from
these initial data and subsequently all of the principal dependent variables are projected onto
the hierarchy of wavelet spaces. The solution is time advanced in the transform domains
until the end of the simulation is reached, returning to physical space only for the evaluation
of reaction rate or inertial nonlinear terms. The time-dependent boundary conditions are
imposed on the coarsely resolved scaling function space directly at each time step, and
subsequently convolved onto each member of the wavelet spaces as discussed in the previous
section. The time stepping algorithm adopted is that of Wray [41] and is a minimal storage
Runge–Kutta method of third order. Transients arising from the approximate nature of the
initial conditions are allowed to propagate out of the domain, and once a pseudo-stationary
solution is obtained, the simulation is stopped.

To assess the comparative execution time of our proposed numerical method, the test prob-
lem was investigated a second time, employing a traditional numerical method. We chose a
second-order centred differencing scheme, as this is a popular option for simple problems,
and it is also one of the fastest available numerical algorithms. In direct comparison, the new
wavelet scheme required 80% more time to execute than the explicit differencing scheme.
This makes the scheme competitive with higher order traditional methods such as compact
finite differencing schemes [20]. The principal penalties in the execution time of the pro-
posed wavelet scheme arise from the evaluation of nonlinear terms (further discussed in
[42]) and the compression and expansion of the transformed species mass fraction profiles.

Figure 2 demonstrates the implementation of the NSCBC boundary conditions and shows
a pressure wave propagating toward a computational boundary. The fluid through which
the wave is propagating is a quiescent mixture of stoichiometric methane and air, and the
theoretical sound speed for such a mixture is 343.2 m/s. As seen in the figure, there is
no appreciable reflection at the boundary and the simulated sound speed, at 343.1 m/s,
is in excellent agreement with the theoretical one. The resolution for this calculation is
256 grid points (corresponding toV8), with a most coarsely resolved space of 32 nodes
(V J−P =V5). For the acoustic perturbation shown, the profile is considerably overresolved
when using a grid of 256 points. We adopted this resolution for two reasons. First, this was
the resolution at which the structure of a flame based on the reduced methane mechanism was
subsequently examined. Second (and more importantly), the resolution adopted contained
a number of wavelet spaces and provided a significant test problem for the incorporation of
the time-dependent boundary conditions discussed earlier.

For the four-step reduced methane mechanism, the nondimensionalisation of the govern-
ing equations has made use of the reference quantities

(Cp)0 = 1067.07 J kg−1 K−1, T0= 300 K, ρ0 = 1.1219kg m−3 (38)

R0 = 301.03 J kg−1 K−1 W0= 1 kg kmol−1 u0
l = 0.5 m s−1 (39)

which lead to the dimensionless groups

Re= 30, Pr= 0.7; M2 = 0.19873× 10−5.

The dimensionless parameters relating to the chemistry of the problem are given in
Tables I, II, and III.
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FIG. 2. Acoustic wave propagation across an NSCBC boundary condition.

Figures 3a–c show the species mass fraction profiles obtained from a quasi-steady sim-
ulation of the four-step-reduced mechanism stoichiometric methane–air flame. The quasi-
steady nature of the solution was obtained by balancing the flame speed against the speed
of the incoming reactants. The flame speed in one dimension can be obtained from the
reaction rate profile of any of the species and is derived by integrating its species mass frac-
tion transport equation over the domain. The range of the integration should be sufficiently
large to ensure that the reaction rates are exponentially small at the limits. The rate of mass

TABLE I

Quantities Used in the Derivation of the Dimensionless Reaction Rates

k (Bi )dim (− Ei

R0 )dim Bi (− Ei

R0 ) αi n

1 2.0× 1011 −4401.2 4.5177× 109 −14.77 0.0 2
5 2.3× 1012 372.84 6.1540× 108 1.25 −0.8 3

10 4.4× 103 0.0 5.1132× 105 0.0 1.5 2
11 2.2× 101 −8455.1 1.3152× 107 −28.37 3.0 2

Note.The units in columns (2) and (3) are(kmol/m3)−(n−1)s−1 ◦K−α and ◦K . All other quantities are
dimensionless.
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TABLE II

Molecular Transport Coefficients and Characteristic

Gas Constants for Various Species

Species Lewis number, Le Rα

CH4 0.97 0.487
CO 1.11 0.278
CO2 1.39 0.177
H 0.18 0.390
H2 0.3 0.433

H2O 0.83 0.243
O2 1.11 0.278

consumption of reactants is then

ρr ur =
∫
wα dx

(Yα)o − (Yα)i , (40)

where the sufficesi ando refer to inlet and outlet conditions, respectively. It should be
noted that this equation is valid only for pseudo-stationary solutions, and if this is not the
case, a modification to incorporate time-dependent effects must be made. The flame speed
has been evaluated using this method and has been found to be somewhat higher than the
accepted value for this mixture under similar conditions of temperature and pressure. This
tendency has also been observed in previous studies of premixed laminar flames using
the same reduced reaction mechanism and is certainlynot associated with the particular
numerical method presented here.

Downstream of the flame, the temperature of the products is 6.8 dimensionless units,
corresponding to 2040 K. This figure is in excellent agreement with [43] who have used
more complex relations for the reaction rate terms.

Figures 4a–c show the reaction rate profiles for all species exceptN2 (recallwN2 = 0).
We see that the regions of significant reaction occupy 0.1–0.2 dimensionless length units,
corresponding to 0.25 mm–0.5 mm in the physical domain. The flame thickness is in
reasonable agreement with Echekki and Chen [24], but too close a comparison should not
be made as the latter work used reactants with a preheat temperature of 800 K.

The reaction rate profiles shown in Fig. 4 indicate that the entire reacting portion of the
flame has been captured within the computational domain, and this view is strengthened by

TABLE III

Equilibrium Constants for Reduced Methane

Reaction Mechanism

K C (Ti )dim Ti

3 0.216 7658 25.53
II 0.035 3652 12.17
IV 1.48 6133 20.44

Note.Column (3) has the units of◦K . All other quan-
tities are dimensionless.
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FIG. 3. Species mass fractions for stoichiometric premixed methane–air flame.

Fig. 5, which shows the enthalpy of the flow as a function of distance. We note that overall
the flame is isenthalpic, as predicted by classical thermodynamic analyses.

Figure 6 shows the spatial distributions of temperature, density, velocity, and pressure.
We see that there exists a significant pressure gradient within the reaction zone, but the
global pressure drop across the flame remains small.

Thresholding. The principal advantage to solving the governing transport equations on
the hierarchy of wavelet spaces lies in the sparsity of the transformed representation. When
combustion occurs in the laminar flamelet regime, the species mass fraction profiles exhibit
localised regions of large change within the flame structure, outside of which they are
comparatively constant. The wavelet representation of such distributions can be exploited,
as only those regions of rapid change are associated with wavelet coefficients of nontrivial
magnitude.

The present adaptive scheme differs from those proposed by Vasilievet al. [10–12] or
Cai et al. [29, 30]. The adaptivity proposed in their work is most effective when there
exists a few well-defined regions in the solution, where multiple scales are apparent. Our
future goal is the investigation of turbulent combustion processes, where the space filling
broad range of length scales apparent in the fully developed turbulence does not appear to
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FIG. 4. Species reaction rates for stoichiometric premixed methane–air flame.

FIG. 5. Spatial distribution of total enthalpy for stoichiometric premixed methane–air flame.
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FIG. 6. Velocity, density, temperature, and pressure distributions associated with stoichiometric methane–air
flame.

be well suited to treatment using adaptive techniques. We conclude that the discretisation
of turbulent fluid flows using wavelets purely in their capacity for reducing information
storage may not be the best approach.

The scale separation of the chemical kinetics is still significant in turbulent flows, however,
and in particular, the species mass fraction of an elementYα in regions of the flow with
homogeneous chemical composition is undisturbed by turbulent fluctuations. By contrast,
variations inYα close to the flame are large and highly localised. Hence, significant memory
reductions may still be afforded by thresholding the wavelet expansions of eachYα at some
small finite value. Introducing this technique for the species mass fractions but not the fluid
flow variables would be cumbersome were it not possible to express the solution, equations,
and boundary conditions in terms of their respective wavelet expansions. Furthermore,
by applying the differential operators and time stepping techniques only to those regions
where significant wavelet coefficients exist, considerable computational savings can be
made.

Thresholding must be applied carefully, however. In reacting flows with complex chem-
istry, the equilibrium structure of the system may contain radical species whose concen-
trations are very small. It is important to avoid setting thresholding levels which result in
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FIG. 7. Intermediate assembly of matrices during the construction of the nonstandard decomposition (four
subspace decomposition).

the removal of such trace species, as this can have a disproportionately large effect on the
nature of the flow.

Two remedies exist to deal with this problem. If thresholding is applied to the entire
transform vectorincluding V J−P, then the threshold level must be set below the equi-
librium value of the species. This approach is undesirable in that we may not know the
equilibrium composition of the flow, and if the equilibrium concentration of the species is
small, the associated small threshold level leads to poor performance in the memory-saving
algorithm.

The second approach is to apply the thresholding only to those components in the wavelet
spaces. By retaining the coarse grained structure of the solution onV J−P, we are guaranteed
to retain the crucial equilibrium structure of the flow. For this paper, we have adopted the
first of these approaches. Not only is it straightforward to implement, but also represents
the worst-case performance of the memory compression algorithm. Tables IV, V, and VI

TABLE IV

Variation of Solution Quality and Computer Memory Reduction

with Wavelet Threshold Parameter (ε)

‖(YH )− (YH )ε‖2

‖YH‖2

‖u− uε‖2

‖u‖2ε Reduction

0 — 0 0
10−8 2.0358 : 1 9.0625× 10−4 1.0903× 10−4

10−7 2.7788 : 1 2.4767× 10−3 4.1158× 10−4

10−6 3.6377 : 1 1.7915× 10−2 6.4455× 10−3

10−5 4.4618 : 1 6.6130× 10−2 5.3950× 10−2

Note. The suffix ε denotes a thresholded quantity.‖u‖2= 1.1426× 102,

‖YH‖2= 4.7908× 10−3,V J =V8,V J−P =V6.
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TABLE V

Variation of Solution Quality and Computer Memory Reduction

with Wavelet Threshold Parameter (ε)

‖(YH )− (YH )ε‖2

‖YH‖2

‖u− uε‖2

‖u‖2ε Reduction

0 — 0 0
10−8 2.2334 : 1 9.8208× 10−4 1.2016× 10−4

10−7 3.2000 : 1 7.3761× 10−3 1.7680× 10−3

10−6 4.7080 : 1 3.8448× 10−2 9.7572× 10−3

10−5 6.5852 : 1 1.2507× 10−1 1.2409× 10−2

Note. The suffix ε denotes a thresholded quantity.‖u‖2= 1.1426× 102,

‖YH‖2= 4.7908× 10−3,V J =V8,V J−P =V5.

show by how much the memory required to resolve the chemical species reduces with
increasing wavelet threshold. In each case, a uniform threshold was applied to all of the
chemical species, and no further “tuning” of these parameters took place. It is worthwhile
emphasising that when the threshold level is set to 10−5, it is possible to resolve all eight
species using less memory than that required to capture the singlereaction progress variable
[3, 14–16] of the much simplified single step chemical mechanism using more traditional
numerical methods.

The sensitivity of the solution to an increasing absolute wavelet thresholding parameter
is demonstrated in columns 3 and 4 of Table IV. The normalisedl 2 error norms for velocity
and radical hydrogen mass fraction are presented because empirical evidence suggests these
are the most sensitive variables. Errors arising fromall species mass fractions feed through to
the velocity field via the pressure terms in the momentum equation and the thermal equation
of state. Furthermore, the low Mach number of the flow renders the pressure particularly
sensitive to perturbations (this is apparent from the Mach number divisor appearing in the
dimensionless thermal equation of state—Eq. (5)).

Similarly, numerical evidence and examination of the reduced four-step chemical reaction
mechanism reveals the crucial role played by the hydrogen radical. Without its presence, the
reaction stops. As the species appears in very small quantities, it follows that small errors
will produce a disproportionately large effect.

TABLE VI

Variation of Solution Quality and Computer Memory Reductions

with Wavelet Threshold Parameter (ε)

‖(YH )− (YH )ε‖2

‖YH‖2

‖u− uε‖2

‖u‖2ε Reduction

0 — 0 0
10−8 2.3540 : 1 1.7554× 10−3 2.6214× 10−3

10−7 3.4020 : 1 7.3815× 10−3 3.2328× 10−3

10−6 5.1980 : 1 5.3998× 10−2 1.1872× 10−2

10−5 8.1270 : 1 1.4897× 10−1 2.0886× 10−2

Note. The suffix ε denotes a thresholded quantity.‖u‖2= 1.1426× 102,

‖YH‖2= 4.7908× 10−3,V J =V8,V J−P =V4.
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Despite the sensitivity of these quantities, we see that in general the errors arising as a
result of thresholding are very small. It is clear from the results that the “selectiveness” of
the wavelet thresholding is both robust and effective.

6. CONCLUSIONS

A new numerical scheme has been proposed based on a collocation-like strategy and
making use of interpolating biorthogonal wavelet systems. The flexibility of the basis func-
tions has been exploited to pave the way for an elegant treatment of general boundary
conditions relevant to compressible fluid flow problems. The technique has been applied to
a one-dimensional premixed laminar flame problem with a reduced four-step methane–air
reaction mechanism. The spatial localisation of the flame structure leads to considerable
sparsity in the wavelet representation of the species mass fraction distributions. This spar-
sity has, in turn, led to significant reductions in the memory required to resolve the problem
accurately.

The reduction in memory required to resolve chemically active systems implies that
simulations of much greater complexity can now be undertaken with little or no extra cost
over those presently achievable. Future work will seek to improve the execution time of the
algorithm by examining the evaluation of nonlinear terms while the solution remains in the
transform domains.

APPENDIX A: DERIVATIVES IN INTERPOLATING (SECOND GENERATION)

BIORTHOGONAL WAVELET SYSTEMS

For our scheme, we have adopted the standard decomposition [44] for the discretisation
of the first and second derivatives. Define∂(n)J such that

∂
(n)
J { f (x)} = PV J

dn

dxn

{
PV J ( f (x))

}
, (41)

noting in passing that this expression only has meaning if the underlying basis functions
have sufficient differentiability. Repeated application of the causal relation (Eq. (13)) leads
to the standard decomposition

∂
(n)
J { f (x)} =

{
PV J−P +

J−1∑
i=J−P

PW i

}
dn

dxn

{
PV J−P +

J−1∑
i=J−P

PW i

}
( f (x)). (42)

Explicit calculation of the standard decomposition leads to the characteristic “starburst”
structure in the operator, as depicted in [8].

To calculate explicitly the standard decomposition using the interpolating wavelets, we
must first assemble the intermediate structure shown in Fig. 7. For this illustrative example,
we work with the first derivative and use only 3+ 1 approximation spaces. Each of the
matrices in the assembly are of dimension 2J × 2J−i , wherei can take any value between
1 andP. We denote byε J,J−i

α,k a typical member of this assembly and define it as

ε
J,J−i
α,k =

∫ 1

0
φ̃ J,α

d

dx

{
ψ

[]
J−i,k

}
dx. (43)
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whereψ []
J−i,k(x) is [28]

ψ
[]
J−i,k(x) = φ[]

J−i+1,2k+1(x).

Recalling the definition of the primal wavelet and dual scaling function, Eq. (43) can be
simplified to

ε
J,J−i
α,k = 2J−i+1φ[] ′(2−i+1α − 2k− 1), (44)

whereφ[] ′ denotes the derivative ofφ[] . The problem we now face is that of calculating
the values of the primal scaling function at rational dyadic grid points. Differentiating
equation (24), we find

d

dx
{φ(x)} = 2

∑
ξ∈Z

φ

{
ξ

2

}
d

dx
{φ(2x − ξ)}. (45)

Defininghξ =φ(ξ/2), Eq. (43) is identical to the two-scale relation given by Beylkin [45]
in his discussion of derivative expansions in orthogonal wavelet bases. The procedures
described in that paper can be directly applied to calculate the required derivative values for
our wavelet system. After the values of(d/dx)(φ(x)) are calculated at all integer nodes,
Eq. (45) can be applied recursively to calculate the values of(d/dx)(φ(x)) at any required
dyadic point.

After calculation of the assembly of submatricesε J,J−i
α,k , the full standard decomposition

is determined by applying the standard transform (i.e. Eqs. (23) and (26)) to the columns
of the assembled matrix. The accuracy of the approximation for theN= 4 case is formally
fourth order. A discussion on the construction, accuracy, and stability of the derivative
approximations obtained using interpolating wavelets with different values ofN is presented
in [40].

APPENDIX B: NOMENCLATURE

x spatial coordinate,xj,k= 2− j k t time
ρ density u x directed velocity
P pressure E stagnation internal energy
T temperature Y species mass fraction
q heat flux vector ω reaction rate
D binary diffusivity µ viscosity
λ thermal conductivity M Mach number
γ adiabatic index Re Reynolds number
Sc Schmidt number Pr Prandtl number
Le Lewis number Z the set of integers
R the set of reals R0 universal gas constant
R characteristic gas constant W molar mass
N polynomial span of primal scaling function

Suffices

o reference quantities
α chemical species
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